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1 - Chapter One!

Disclaimer: Just to tell you people that I don't own any of the people in the story so you can't sue me!
And one more thing please no flames! Thanks!

[Sonic and the gang were bored and could not find anything to do but now!]

Sonic- I know what we can do... we can do truth or dare!

Everyone- Okay!

Amy- Can I go first!

Sonic- Fine.

Amy- Yeah! Dr.Eggman... truth or dare?

Dr.Eggman- Dare!

Amy- I dare you to Dress as a princess and sing I love you song from Barney!

Dr.Eggman-NNOO! I am not going to do that!

Amy- You have to... you said you want dare so here it is!

Dr.Eggman- Fine!
Dresses as a princess and sing I love song.
Sonic- Who's next. And this will be the last one for today.

Shadow- I will! Sonic truth or dare?

Sonic- Dare!

Shadow- I dare you to be a rabbit and say to Amy she is cute!

Sonic- Fine!
Sonic is dressed as a rabbit and said to Amy she is cute!

This is the end of the chapter wait and see who will be next!



2 - Chapter Two!

Disclaimer: Hello! I don't have anything to say!

Last time Dr. Eggman dressed as a princess and sang the I love you song and Sonic dressed as a rabbit
and told Amy she is cute!

Sonic- Who is going to go first?

Dr.Eggman-Can I go first?

Sonic- Fine!

Dr.Eggman- Truth or dare Tails?

Tails- Dare!

Dr.Eggman- I dare you to go around the house and scream I love Cream the Rabbit!

Tails- Nooooo! I hate and I don't love Cream!

Dr.Eggman- Dare is a dare!

[So Tails ran around the house and said I love Cream the Rabbit!]

Sonic- Who will go next?

Rouge-I want to!

Sonic- Okay!

Rouge-Truth or dare Shadow?

Shadow-Dare!

Rouge- I dare you to...
[Knock Knock]

Who is that and what will Rouge dare Shadow?



3 - Chapter Three!

Disclaimer:Hello! Umm! I don't have anything to say!

Last time Tails had to go around the house and scream I Love Cream the Rabbit! After Rouge wanted to
go next to dare Shadow but there was a knock on the door! Who can that be? [this person is my friend
and she is ShadowGal50.] Have fun reading AND NO FLAMES PLEASE!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Rouge- Who can that be!
[Rouge opens the door and a person is at the door!]

Rouge- Hello! And you are...

Person- I'm ShadowGal50!

Rouge- OOkkk! Come in!

ShadowGal50- Is that Shadow!

Shadow- Another fangirl! ahhhhhhhh!

Rouge- Ok! can we play the game now?!

Sonic- Yes!

Rouge- I dare Shadow to dance with the fangirl!

Shadow- Noooooooo! I am not going to dance with a fangirl Rouge!

Rouge- Do it or you have to kiss the fangirl instead!

Shadow- Fine! mumbles!
[Shadow dances with ShadowGal50!]

Sonic- Who will go next!?

Knuckles- Me next Sonic!

Sonic- Ok!

Knuckles- Truth or dare Rouge?

Rouge- Truth!



Knuckles- Do you love me?

Rouge- Uhhh Umm...

Knuckles- Yes or no!?

Rouge-YESSSSSS I DO LOVE YOUUUU!

Everyone- oooooooooooooooooooooooooooo!

Sonic- Who will be next?

Sonic-Ok I will do it then!

Sonic- Truth or dare Amy?

Amy- Truth!

Sonic- Do you like Big the Cat?

Amy- Fine I'll like BIG THE CCCCCCCCAAAAAAAAAATTTTTTT!

Everyone- [Laughing there heads off!]

Amy- Crying!

Thats the end of the chapter and more will come!



4 - Chapter Four!

Disclaimer: I don't have anything to say!

Last time Rouge dared Shadow to dance with a fangirl. Knuckles truth Rouge if she loved him. Sonic
truth Amy if she liked Big the Cat.

Sonic- Who will go next?

ShadowGal50- I really need to go now.

Sonic- Okay.

ShadowGal50- Bye!

Everyone- Bye!
[ShadowGal50 left.]

Sonic- I will say it again. Who will go next?

Sonic- No one! Okay. I will dare each one of you! Amy truth or dare?

Amy- Dare!

Sonic- I dare you to dy your hair black and dress as a rock star!

Amy- But I look cute this way!

Sonic- Amy a DARE IS A DARE!!!
[Amy dyied her hair and dressed as a rock star.]

Sonic- Truth or dare Rouge?

Rouge- Dare!

Sonic- I dare you to play with barbie dolls and act like a cry baby!

Rouge- Are you crazy!

Sonic- Nope!
[Rouge played with barbie dolls and act like a cry baby.]

This is the end of the chapter and wait for more!





5 - Chapter Five!

Disclaimer: I don't have anything to say people!

Last time no wanted to go first so Sonic dared Amy and Rouge. Amy dyied her hair black and dressed
as a rock star. Rouge played with barbie dolls and act like a cry baby.

Sonic- Okay! which one should I do next?

Everyone- [putting there thumb in there mouth.]

Sonic- Truth or dare Dr.Eggman?

Dr.Eggman- Dare!

Sonic- I dare you to shave your mustache and put make up and dress as a clown!!!!!!!!!

Dr.Eggman- What! I am not going to do that you can't make me!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Sonic- Oh yes I can you said dare so that's my dare!!!!!!

Dr.Eggman- But...

Sonic- No buts.

[Dr.Eggman shaved his mustache, put make up and dressed as a clown!!!]

Everyone-HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!!!!!!!!!

Dr.Eggman- It's not funny!!!!

Sonic- Truth or dare Tails?

Tails- Dare!

Sonic- I dare you to dy your whole fur pink.

Tails- But your my friend and friends don't do that!

Sonic- It's a dare!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Tails- Oh fine!!!!!!!!!!!!!

[Tails dyied his whole body/fur pink.]



This is the end of the chapter and wait and see what Sonic will do next!!!!!



6 - Chapter Six!

Disclaimer: I don't have anything to say!!!!

Last time Sonic dared Dr.Eggman to shave his mustache and put make up and dress as a clown. Sonic
also dared Tails to dy his body/fur pink.

Sonic- Truth or dare Knuckles?

Knuckles- Dare!

Sonic- I dare you to wear little pretty dress and wear little pretty sandals please!!!!!

Knuckles- No way! You are crazy!!!!!!!!!!

Sonic- I am not crazy! Now do it!!!!!!!

Knuckles- Fine!!!!!!!

[Knuckles put on a pretty dress and a little pretty sandals!]

Sonic- Who is next? Truth or dare Shadow!

Shadow- Dare!!!!

Sonic- Okay! I dare you to get pretty and play tea party!!!!!!

Shadow- WHAT!!!!!!!!!! I will not get pretty on play tea party!!!!!!!!

Sonic- Oh! Oh well!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

[Shadow got pretty and played tea party!]

Sonic- Okay! Now what will we do?

Shadow- Now you dared everyone so now we truth or dare you!!!!!!!!!!

This is the end of the chapter so wait and see what will happen next!!!!!!



7 - Chapter Seven!

Disclaimer: I really don't have anything to say!

Last time Sonic dared Knuckles to wear a little tiny dress with little tiny sandals. Sonic dared Shadow to
get pretty and play tea party.

Dr. Eggman - Truth or dare Sonic?

Sonic- Dare!

Dr.Eggman- I dare you to smell my feet!

Sonic- NOO WAY!! YOU ARE CRAZY BECAUSE YOU DID NOT TAKE A BATH FOR A WEEK!!!!!!!!

Dr. Eggman- You have to, it's a dare!!!!!!!!!

Sonic- FINE!!! You egghead!!!!!!!!![soft]

[Sonic smelled his feet and threw up.]

Amy- Truth or dare Sonic?

Sonic- Dare!

Amy-I dare you to kiss me for a minute!

Sonic- WHAT!!!!!!!!!!!

Amy- You have to now do it!!!!! Sonikku!!

[Sonic kissed Amy for a one whole minute!]

Shadow- Truth or dare Sonic?

Sonic- Dare!!!!!!!

Shadow- I dare you to scream around the neighborhood and say I LOVE AMY ROSE!!!!!!!!!

Sonic- I don't what to say I LOVE AMY ROSE!!

Shadow- You have to!!!!!!!

[Sonic ran around the neighborhood and said I love Amy Rose.]



That's my end of my chapter and wait and see want will they do next!!!!!
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